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IMPROVED CONTROL,  
VALUABLE INSIGHTS

DATA TO DRIVE  
DECISION-MAKING

Whether you are on the jobsite, in the 
office, or on the go, view your asset’s:

+  Status

+  Location

+  Engine parameter

+  Electrical parameters

+  Current faults

CRUCIAL COMMUNICATION  
AND CONTROL

Monitor and manage your assets from 
any location, on any device. 

+  Access web-based jobsite maps 

+  Obtain equipment and operations data

+  Receive alerts via text or email

+  Benefit from security safeguards

+  Monitor via a mobile app

+  Remote start/stop your equipment

+  Allow access to unlimited number  
of users

CUT  
COSTS 

+  Reduce downtime with remote 
troubleshooting

+  Save staff time with remote access

+  Stay on top of maintenance to prevent 
avoidable repairs

+  Lower labor costs by avoiding 
unnecessary site visits

+  View trending data to better manage 
fuel usage

+  Eliminate the need for third party 
monitoring

+  Increase cost saving, improve  
fuel efficiency monitoring

+  Reduce number of technician visits  
with remote monitoring

Maximize productivity, performance, and profitability with 
insights gleaned from Cat® Connect. With the latest digital 
tools, Cat Connect collects real-time data on your equipment 
and operations to help you optimize every aspect of 
performance. Turn analytics into action today.

Convenient connectivity to your jobsite yields useful data to make more informed 
decisions. You will be able to track productivity, fuel usage, power usage, functionality, 
and maintenance—anytime, anywhere.

USE CAT CONNECT TO HELP:

+  Maximize production

+  Boost efficiency

+  Increase uptime

+  Improve safety

+  Meet sustainability goals

+  Reduce risk
EXPLORE OPTIONS https://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/electric-power/product-

support/cat-connect.html

CAT® CONNECT SERVICES FOR PRIME POWER APPLICATIONS

GET IN TOUCH WITH A DEALER https://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/electric-power/
product-support/cat-connect/contact-a-dealer.html

Choose from several Cat Connect service offerings—Standard, Intermediate, and 
Premium—to best meet your needs. Get expert guidance to help you select the right 
subscription, put the necessary hardware in place, and integrate the data. Customize 
your dashboard for maximum productivity and set up a maintenance schedule with 
your local, responsive Cat dealer. 
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